
History Curriculum Statement 
 

Intent 
 

At Kensington Avenue Primary School we believe through a good History curriculum pupils learn to 
value and respect their own and other people’s cultures in multicultural Britain. By considering how 
people lived in the past, they are better able to make their own life choices today. History allows pupils 
to ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, make arguments and develop perspective 
and judgement. Pupils are aware that History is being made every day and current affairs can be used as 
reference points. 
 

Implementation 
 
History is taught within our cross curricular Learning Journeys where teachers introduce big questions 
and harvest pupils existing knowledge, using this to inform future planning ensuring lessons are relevant 
and take into account pupils different starting points. We ensure all pupils; 
 

 know and understand the history of Britain as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the 
earliest times to present day: how people’s lives have shaped this nation and how Britain has 
influences and been influenced by the wider world   

 know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the nature of ancient 
civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristics features of past non-
European societies; achievements and follies of mankind 

 gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘empire’, 
‘civilisation’, ‘parliament’, and ‘peasantry’.  

 understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, 
difference and significance, and use them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, 
frame historically-valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written 
narratives and analyses.   

 

We develop the following essential characteristics of historians:  

 gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of the past to stimulate their curiosity to know 
more about themselves 

 ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments and develop perspective 
and judgement 

 understand the complexity of people’s lives 

 look at the process of change across societies, civilisations and their relationships with one 
another 

 identify the challenges of their own time and the place that has in history 

 keen knowledge and sound application of vocabulary specific to times in the past and modern 
life 
 

Impact 
 

Outcomes in Learning Journey books, displays and learning walls evidence pupil’s skills and knowledge 
acquired during the topic.  Pupils reflect upon their Learning Journey and review what they have learned 
comparative to what they knew before.  They will have worked independently and collaboratively to 
think analytically, research questions, weigh evidence, present ideas and debate opinions.  They will 
understand the rich history of both the country in which they live and the many countries of the world 
and reflect upon how this history has shaped their current society. 


